
KEY CHARACTERS IN THE CLEANTECH CRASH

-
 ###   Dianne Feinstein
-
-
Her daughter, Kathryn used to tell stories, in social groups, about her mom that were not flattering. At 
one point, she and her Mom were on the outs. Some San Francisco Bay Guardian, and SF Weekly, 
newspaper staff were Kathryn�s same age, traveled in the same circles, and were privy to some of these
conversations. This put an early watch on Feinstein.
When the current mayor was conveniently murdered in his office, Feinstein was in the, strangely, 
perfect spot to take over as Mayor, without an election.
Feinstein got a man named John Molinari, a character known to have ties to the old North Beach mob 
in San Francisco, placed as head of the Golden Gate Bridge District and her campaign financier, James 
Bronkema, known in the local media as �David Rockefeller�s bag man on the West Coast� (for his 
constant bribes for real estate permits), placed as co-head. These two ran the Golden Gate Bridge 
district, and its anniversary party, into what network news broadcasts� called a �morass of corruption, 
cronyism and failure�. In the meantime, Feinstein prepared her Senate plans. She had set Molinari up to
take over, for her, as her Mayor, with her administrator: Roger Boas, as the back-up plan mayoral 
candidate.
Both of her candidates not only lost, but Roger Boas went to federal prison for corruption, racketeering 
and prostitution scandals and John Molinari was removed from politics and placed under federal 
surveillance. His daughter filed a police report against him for abuse, and she had to be removed from 
his home and taken to a secure children�s center, on California Street in San Francisco, for protection. 
Molinari was also found to have lied about his place of residence during his campaign. Boas was 
charged with involvement in an under-age prostitution ring for San Francisco elites. The British 
�Hydrant� investigations into a global political elite pedophile ring, have now tracked back to Senator 
Dennis Hastert, campaign backer Jeffrey Epstein, Senator Graham, Nick Denton (Who interacted with 
the British suspects in BOTH the British �Hydrant� and British �Tabloid Phone Hacking� 
investigations), and other members of Congress. A recent Chinese hack of ALL federal employee 
background checks, has put the sexual interests of all of Congress at risk.
When the Toyota NUMMI plant was going to go out of business, Feinstein�s Chief of Staff contacted 
anyone who tried to use the building and warned them to �back off� and/or threatened other California 
competitors with �political problems� if they got in the way.
Feinstein sabotaged any outside efforts to use the NUMMI factory, or to make competing energy 
systems to Tesla, or to compete with Tesla in any way because her family had already made campaign 
finance deals with the NUMMI, Tesla Motors and Solyndra people and she owned the construction 
company (Penini), employment service (via her relative Herb Newman), leasing company (CBRE) and 
adjacent railroad property rights contracts for Tesla and Solyndra. Over 40 California technology 
companies were damaged by Feinstein�s sabotage. 
Feinstein and her family funds, trusts and PACS made billions on the Cleantech deals. She has also 
been charged with rigging postal property deals, railroad deals, U.C. Regents appointments and 
hundreds of other political actions for her VC Husband: campaign financier and White House 
�advisor�: Richard Blum. Solyndra was raided by the FBI, when the first major signs of corruption 
were exposed by investigators, but Feinstein buddy: Attorney General Eric Holder, never allowed the 
full Solyndra investigation to be released, because it was soon discovered to lead right back to top 
White House staff, including Gibbs, Plouffe, Emanual, Axelrod and others. The records of the entire 
Solyndra investigation will cost famous people their careers, names and historical positions.



-
### Elon Musk
-
-
-
Elon Musk is a campaign financier for Feinstein, Reid and Obama. Elon Musk was partnered with John
Doerr to control the Lithium Ion Battery industry based around the Afghan Lithium ion mining 
contracts and control of the electric car market. Recent news stories have revealed that his business is 
based on White House taxpayer hand-outs, as kick-backs, for acting as conduit for John Doerr�s 
campaign finance deals. Feinstein got him his California factory and Reid got him his Nevada factory.
Elon Musk hated fuel cells, ultra-capacitors, gasoline, diesel and anything that competed with Lithium 
ion, which he, Steven Chu, Feinstein and John Doerr had invested in. They all participated in sabotage 
campaigns, against all of those other fuels, using fronts like �EV WORLD�, �PLUG-IN AMERICA�, 
�THE FOOL� and other shill groups they controlled. Lithium ion technology turned out to blow up for 
no apparent reason; needs to come from countries that need to be invaded; gives off vapors that cause 
cancer, brain damage and kidney damage; loses its energy life span and has over a hundred other 
problems with it. It has set senior citizens, children, Apple stores, homes and offices on fire and crashed
multiple airplanes, killing the passengers. When you smell smoke in your passenger airplane, it is 
usually a lithium ion cell phone battery �going thermal� and releasing fumes. Greed over-came proper 
scientific oversight in deploying lithium ion in the way that Musk did. When Musk went to Russia, he 
met mobster businessmen who pitched him a mining deal for Afghan lithium fields. In fact, 
investigators now know, that Steven Chu, strangely, gave U.S. Taxpayer DOE cash to Russian 
controlled Ener1, Severstal and other companies when the Section 136 law said the money was only to 
be used to help American businesses in need. The Musk/Russian-mob connection seems to have been 
hot, then soured, when his lithium mining and rocket engine deals fell apart, the killing of which was 
facilitated by GOP operatives.
When Musk took Tesla away from its founder: Martin Eberhard, in a hostile take-over, (Musk never 
�founded� Tesla) he had to build the car in a very expensive way. He and Doerr ordered their friend: 
Steven Chu, to sabotage every applicant, for DOE money, which tried to make affordable cars. An 
affordable alternative energy car would kill off Tesla almost over-night. History has now proven that 
the metrics that Tesla used were disastrous, in that they have now spent more money, to sell less cars, 
than any company in history, while making an electric car that should have been easy to build. Tesla 
missed every single milestone, dramatically, that it proposed in its original DOE application 
documents, yet Steven Chu ordered the DOE to look the other way in order to protect the White House 
deal. 
Historical facts have now proven that every applicant for DOE advanced vehicle money was sabotaged 
and rejected, particularly if their car was affordable, and accessible, to the American public. Tesla 
couldn�t survive an affordable electric competitor, at the time. Tesla investors bought most of the first 
Tesla�s in order to inflate sales numbers. Musk was caught sending potential customers an email asking
them to put a deposit in, before the SEC filing date ran out, so he could claim the deposits were 
completed �sales� in order to inflate SEC filing sales numbers. He also booked government hand-outs 
as �sales� in his SEC filings.
A Congressional investigation proved that Tesla had lied to get its loan and that his friend: Secretary of 
Energy Steven Chu, had assisted in the scam at the same time that others had applied with a superior 
set of application metrics. Tesla�s �debt ratio� was the worst of any applicant, they had no final design, 
their car did not work, they were 2000% over budget, and they were using the funds to buy buildings 
for Richard Blum, even though the DOE Section 136 Law said: don�t do that. Treasury said that Tesla 
had a bad credit rating and every other applicant beat Tesla on metrics. Yet Tesla still got the cash, 
along with hand-held walk-throughs, in the DOE process, from crony: Steven Chu. It was a lie that 



Tesla could have survived without the loan. Musk was caught on camera saying that Tesla was �on the 
verge of bankruptcy� when they applied to DOE, a violation of the federal Section 136 law. If this went
through a court hearing, Musk and Chu would face felony fraud charges in violation of Section 136 
law. Eric Holder would never let DOJ even consider such an action, in order to protect White House 
financiers.
Google worked with Musk to delete any negative mentions about Musk, or his projects, off the internet.
Most of the internet is Google- controlled. Google would �top-page-lock� any attack articles that 
Gawker was ordered to generate, on Musk�s competitors so that no outside IT service could get those 
attack articles removed from the top position. This made them stay on the top lines of Google�s search 
pages forever. Even when lawyers wrote to Google to demand removal of the character assassination 
�lock-in�s: on the top of Google�s search pages, they were told: �Get a subpoena and then we might 
think about it..�. This �lock-in tactic� destroyed the life, and reputation of a famous wrestler, which may
lead to Gawker�s final down-fall, in exchange for destroying so many other lives, out of shear spite.
Musk has been proven to have lied, mismanaged and engaged in a commodity trading scheme with 
Goldman Sachs. Goldman Sachs has already been hauled before Congress once, to start the 
investigation of this commodity monopolization scheme.
The rogue spy firm attack services group: In-Q-Tel, provided staff to Musk. In-Q-Tel staff now help run
his Space X company. Space X was given most of NASA, Ames Moffet Field, and free private jet fuel 
as a gift in exchange for conduit-ing campaign funding.
Musk was forced to give his patents away for free, because they were not only found to have no value, 
but to also accidentally disclose, within the very text of the patents themselves, the fact that Musk�s 
batteries could be lethal and destructive in spontaneous explosions, according to the Tesla engineers 
who wrote the patent, three of whom suddenly, and strangely, died in the same airplane crash. 
A large number of employees, customers, partners, wives and investors have sued Musk for fraud. 
Clinical psychologists have openly analyzed Musk, in the media, as a sociopath. Musk has bought 
hundreds of magazine articles and TV shows about himself due to his narcissistic nature.
Musk is now working on a railroad project called the �Hyperloop�, with Dianne Feinstein�s railroad-
kingpin husband�s company, in order to seek to acquire more federal cash. All three of Musk�s 
companies would not exist without nearly $10 Billion dollars of federal kick-back cash and �favors� 
Musk has received. The State of California has given him nearly 80 million tax dollars via the 
Controller: Lockyer and other State Officials. California Attorney General Kamala Harris refuses to 
investigate due to campaign connections. 
Surrounded by private jets, fashion �models�, and other corrupt billionaires, and with the protection of 
the United States Secretary of Energy, The U.S. Attorney General, The California State Attorney 
General and the President (All of whom have now been Sunshine disclosure-proven to have been 
placed in office by Doerr�s �Silicon Valley Cartel�), Musk and Doerr believed themselves to be 
�untouchable� (Just like Al Capone)and able to get away with anything, without consequences. All of 
the above data appears in many journals outside of the U.S. but it is never allowed to appear on Cartel 
owned: Reddit, Google, Hearst Publications, Facebook or other Cartel controlled U.S. media 
(Doerr/Schmidt/Musk Cartel groups now control almost 75% of U.S. digital media)
-
### John Doerr
-
-
John Doerr had financed Feinstein and the Obama campaign. His group owned interest in Solyndra, 
next door to Tesla (and on the same land), and the Afghan mining contracts for indium, and other 
minerals, which Solyndra was to exploit as another Sachs commodity trading scam with Russian 
�business-men�. Solyndra was raided by the FBI when the tip of the scam started to reveal itself. 



Solyndra�s chemicals also made its products explode into flames, on user�s roofs, during use, just like 
Tesla�s cars.
John Doerr controlled a large part of what the media now calls: �The Silicon Valley Cartel�. He ordered
competing applicants black-listed, by the Cartel, and placed on his, now famous, �No Poach List�, to 
keep them from getting jobs, if they were 1.) Not in his frat house boys club 2.) Had original 
government verified patents on technologies Doerr stole, and made billions of dollars on, without 
paying for 3.) Had, unknowingly, complained about a small part of Cartel corruption. Investigations 
into the Doerr-managed �No Poaching Scam� and, In-Q-Tel founded: National Venture Capital 
Asociation (NVCA) �AngelGate� valuation-rigging continue. The Vlog: �The Corbett Report�, has 
released extremely incriminating details about In-Q-Tel and the Silicon Valley Cartel.
John Doerr hates fuel cells, gasoline, diesel, and natural gas because they all beat his lithium ion 
holdings in most metrics. John Doerr helped start Eric Schmidt�s company Google.
John Doerr�s company, Kliener Perkins was sued for misogyny and sex abuse by Ellen Pao, who began
to open the door of revelations on Doerr. His partner Ray Lane was charged with massive tax evasion. 
His friend, and New America Foundation staffer, White House Car Czar Steven Rattner was indicted 
for Securities fraud in New York. His other friend, Raj Gupta of McKinsey Consulting, (the firm who 
wrote all of the documents for Kleiner Perkins to lobby Washington with), sits in federal prison for 
corruption. His other partner Tom Perkins, who his company is named after, made insane statements in 
the public media about how �poor people don�t appreciate that billionaires are smarter than them� and 
the poor are all �Nazi�s� for saying bad things about billionaires. His other partner: Vinohd Khosla was 
exposed in a 60 Minutes episode as one of the major scammers in the Cleantech mess. Khosla is now 
being attacked, by most of California, for putting a gate on one of the States favorite beaches because 
�he said so�. Khosla�s Indian partner in the car project, a Mr. Tata, suddenly �fell� off the roof of a high 
building in Asia, when he was about to go public. The list goes on� Mr. Doerr keeps some interesting 
company.
Attack Services firm: In-Q-Tel, provided staff to John Doerr�s projects and co-funded Google with 
Kleiner Perkins. In-Q-Tel�s Silicon Valley office is only a few hundred feet from one of John Doerr�s 
offices, and only 60 feet from one of John Doerr�s company�s doors. In-Q-Tel is famous for having 
been caught with FIVE TONS of Cocaine on their airplanes, one of which was listed in FAA records as 
�Cocaine One�. Many commenters have noted that five tons of cocaine is quite a lot of cocaine for a 
registered 501C-3 non-profit �charity� to have. Kleiner Perkins, working with Goldman Sachs, use a 
stock market manipulation technology called the �Flash Boy Computer Array�, which artificially 
pumps up the stock market value of Doerr stocks, such as Tesla and Solyndra. At the moment of �Peak 
Pump�, Doerr and Sachs �skim� cash off the top. Doerr and Sach�s also �skimmed� incoming cash off 
of the federal cash from the Department of Energy, up-front, off-the-top, as �services fees�. 
Once they get their cash, they abandon the company to bankruptcy. Under Steven Chu, more 
government funded companies suddenly failed, in the shortest, closest, time-frame, than ever in 
American history.
John Doerr, and Goldman Sachs, were involved in every single one of those deals. For the third part of 
the scam, when the vast numbers of DOE funded companies mysteriously, and suddenly, went 
bankrupt, Doerr and Sachs claimed profits from the tax losses by exploiting the losses on their tax 
forms. U.S. Treasury investigators referred to this as �unjust rewards at the expense of taxpayers�. 
Department of Energy senior staff, very clearly, participated in this organized crime operation. The 
White House has ordered the protection of Schmidt, Musk and Doerr because an investigation, any 
deeper, will lead directly back to The White House.
-
### Eric Schmidt
-
-



Federal records now show Cartel member Eric Schmidt spent just as much time dictating White House 
policy as his partner: John Doerr. Eric Schmidt controlled The New America Foundation, and In-Q-Tel,
which acted as political lobby groups and �campaign �hit-squads�. 
While In-Q-Tel constantly claimed to be part of the CIA, The CIA disavowed any formal relationship 
with In-Q-Tel. In-Q-Tel has been shown to have taken an active approach in sabotaging, defrauding, 
and character assassinating competing Cleantech contenders. 
In-Q-Tel helped John Doerr fund Google for Eric Schmidt. Like Musk�s companies, Google would not 
exist without monopolization support and cash contracts from the White House. Eric Schmidt is 
featured in many public news articles raving about In-Q-Tel, which he was part of, confirmed by other 
recent hacks and leaks.
Eric Schmidt has Google rig its search engine (ie: manually change the Google servers to alter search 
results) in order to character assassinate political and business foes of himself, or Musk. Per White 
House and Secret Service records, Eric Schmidt has spent more time in the White House, dictating 
federal policy, than any current member of Congress.
The Cable TV industry has sued the White House for bowing to Eric Schmidt�s demands to favor 
Google in all �net neutrality� rulings so that Google servers can still control election perception trends. 
The Cable industry has already started exposing Schmidt�s bizarre sexual, business, marital and 
political practices. Google receives millions of dollars of wire transfers, per month, for relaying user 
information to political intelligence �user profile analysis centers� including In-Q-Tel. The death of 
Google technology creator: Rajeev Motwani, has always been surrounded by controversy. The recent 
�death-by-hooker� of Google search engine-rigging executive Forrest Hayes, is equally bizarre.
-
### Nick Denton
-
-
Nick Denton was asked by John Doerr and Elon Musk to print attack articles, in his Gawker tabloid 
empire, which Eric Schmidt could then stick to the top page of Google while replicating those attack 
articles across thousands of servers in order to up-rank the attacks to their maximum potential. This 
tactic famously made a politician called Santorum come up on every Google search as �butt froth�, 
while Schmidt and Denton laughed behind their hand that: �It�s just something in the computer. We 
have no control over it. It�s just a big computer, how could we control that?� The EU investigations 
have proven that lie to have been quite bold. Santorum�s staff assisted in driving the EU investigation 
of Google and they are hard at work reviving the FTC Monopoly investigation of Google.
Nick Denton had a close relationship with White House Press Secretary Robert Gibbs. In campaign 
issues, if the media tactic was too dirty for a White House release, Gibbs would have his agents: 
Berman and Blumenfeld, get Denton to push the story out, ie: Santorum �Butt Froth�, Palin Book 
lawsuit, Romney tax record hack, etc. In an even more bizarre situation, Big Time Wrestler: Hulk 
Hogan, now holds the keys to Gawker�s future in his hands, in a defamation lawsuit which Nick 
Denton has confessed �may End the Gawker Empire�.
-
### Gary. D. Conley
-
-
Gary D. Conley ran Solyndra/Musk competitor: Solfocus, and Musk/Doerr competitor: H2Go, among 
other technology companies. He was constantly sabotaged by John Doerr. Not long after he whistle-
blew on John Doerr, and Elon Musk, he was found out back of Beale Air Force Base, in Northern 
California, with a bullet in his head. His family, friends and associates said he was not despondent and 
had no health issues. The Beale security tapes have become �unavailable.�
-



(Editors note: additional sections are coming. A number of drafts were received. We are searching for 
latest versions)


